“Youth Forum” is a great initiative for youth by United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD). As a delegate from Bangladesh I like to thanks for thinking about young engagement. The youth forum days & arrangements was cool. Though I like to add that, at least on the 1\textsuperscript{st} day of youth forum you should give every delegates a chance to share their views, to share their countries condition. It is necessary because from those young delegates you will come to know about 22 or more regions present condition. So I suggest to give chance to deliver speech on discussion panel.

On the other hand, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} day or CSO’s open dialogue session was amazing. I learned many things. Many people raise their voice. That’s good. But I didn’t see any government’s body. I wish you will take necessary steps.

Besides, the field trip or 3\textsuperscript{rd} day was beyond my imagination. From the beginning to last we get a lot of experience and knowledge. I think it is a great part of youth forum. We come to know many unknown but I suggest to provide more tutor for the youth delegate.

Last but not the list, the English medium students of Ordos who assist us in road, forum day, hotel, airport- everywhere, I’m personally so much thankful to them. They played an outstanding role. Salute to them from me on behalf of Bangladesh also.

The organizing was too cool. Everything was so smooth. Receiving from airport to see off to airport everything is appreciative. Thank you UNCCD, SFA and rest of all organizers, partners for everything.
In conclusion, I like to say that the youth forum is undoubtedly a great initiative but each delegate should get chance to speak on the forum. Thank u very much for selecting me. I’m proud my country is proud that I get opportunity to became a part of that massive forum at the very early age. I’m doing for my country as well as for the betterment of the world also. I wish success of the youth forum & also wish that we will work together. Thank you.
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